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ABSTRACT parameters influencing the efficiency of fluid lnJec-
tion proJects. it has become a weli-established fact

A prediction method based on the use of perform- that for ~mmiscible displacements, reservoir hetero-
ance history of a waterflood proposed in 1978 by
Ershaghi and Omoregiel is scrutinized here.

geneity, relative permeability characteristics, fluid
Using a viscosities and flood pattern are the most important

reservoir simulation approach, performance data for factors.
some hypothetical waterfloods are generated to test
the application of the proposed technique to various
flood patterns, reservoir properties, and field

No prediction method can successfully be used
in a field proJect where the real reservoir is repre-

operating conditions. Recently published results on
the behavior of relative permeability curves for

sented by laboratory derived data and inadequately
defined reservoir heterogeneity. A successful

immiscible processes are used to further substantiate
the assumptions inherent in the proposed technique.

prediction technique requires il,put from the real
reservoir performance. A lumped parameter model that

The limitations of the technique are discussed and would embody all properties of the reservoir and the
application to some actual case studies are presented. operating conditions can lead us to a realistic

estimation of future performance.
INTRODUCTION

in 1978, Ershaghi and Omoregiel presented a
Conventional waterfloods and modified waterfloods technique for extrapolation of water-cut vs. recovery

using various additives still constitute the bulk of curves In waterflood operations. The technique
the flu{d injection proJects active in the United
States and eisewhere,2 During the history of a water

allows one to generate a field composite reiative

inJection proJect, reservoir engineers are expected
permeability ratio curve that includes reservoir

to predict the future performance using the past
properties as well as operational problems. .ihe main

response data. A reviewof literature shows that over
assumptions were that first” the piot of

k
the iast forty years, there have been many techniques ~)vs. Sw is a straight iineand second thelog (k
proposed for such prediction purposes.g These tech-
niques range from empiricai correlations to various
analytical models. in addition to these techniques,

leaky:~iston displacement concept of Buckley and
Leverett4 is applicable.

the advent of reservoir simulation has resuited in
the availability of a very powerfui tooi for perform- Since the original publication, many operators
ante prediction. have contacted the authors with questions and comments

Many operators are stili reluctant to use reser-
relative to the application of the technique to their

voir simulators because of insufficient reservoir
specific cases ranging from natural bottom water drive

data or insufficiently trained personnei to conduct
to modified waterfioods. Two additional papers about

simulation studies. The simple modeis often faii
the teci??~que have appeared in the literature by
others,

because of the assumptions inherent in such modeis as
to the nature of the displacement mechanism OF the
inadequate representation of the reai reservoir

This publication is aimed at clarifying certain

conditions.
ambiguities about the technique and to provide helpful
guidelines for its application.

Many years of fieid and laboratory research by
the petroleum industry and the academia has resulted

REViEWOF THE TECHNiQUE

in a better understanding of the multitude of k
Assuming the iog(~ )VS. Sw is a straight iine,

References and illustrations at end of paper.
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the concepts of fractional flow and the frontal plots. in general, for high tension floods, such as
advar,ce theory proposed by Buckley and Leverett may
be used to derive the following relationship between

a waterflood, the linearity is maintained to oil
saturations close to the residual. For low tension

the recovery and the fractional water cut: floods, however, a curvature dev~lops on the plots.
The amount of curvature is inversely related to the

ER=m.X+n interracial tension.

where 2 - Water Cut >50%

ER = recovery X= ln(~ —.1)-+ The lower limit of fw= 0.50 has some practical
w w implications. In a perfectly homogeneous system,

one expects some clean oil production before the water
fw = fractional water cut breakthrough. Oil production before water break-

through is controlled by the oil velocity exceeding

1 water velocity. At breakthrough and afterwards, the
~(swi + ~ In(A))

‘= b(l-Swi) ‘=l-swi
water velocity is higher than the oil and from the

(
definition of fractional flow fw= k’ ~

k )

A.a.&
bSw l+&”#

P.
a and b from ~ =ae rw o

rw fw Is above O.5. This can be further substantiated

from a typical fractional fiow curve where the tangent
When some performance data on a developed water-

flood are available, the data may be plotted on a
to the curve at breakthrough results in a fw larger

cartesian paper (ERVS. X) and from the slope and the than the fw at the point of inflection (i.e., fw=0.5)

intercept of the straight line values of a and b may in real systems, because of substantial permea-
be obtained. The piot itself can be used for extrap- bility variation, water channeling may occur before
elation to higher water cuts. The values of a and b the 011 bank is reached to the producing well and
may be used to generate an effective field relative the water cut may increase before any substantial
permeability plot given the estimates of Swi and the oii is produced.
viscosity ratio.

The attainment of f = 0.5 signifies the over-
The generated plot, unlike the laboratory taking of oil flow by waver. it is this stage and

derived curves, is a composite curve which includes beyond which is modeled by the proposed technique.
not only the displacement characteristics of the
fluids, but also the reservoir geometry, heterogeneity 3- Application to Non-Linear Reservoirs and
and the operational conditions of the field. Causes of Deviation from a Linear Trend

Because of the nature of the function X, it was Studies conducted using reservoir simulation shok
recommended in the original paper to restrict the that the original model developed for linear systems
use of the technique to fractional cuts above 50%. applies equally well for non-linear systems.

ISSUES RAISEI) The effect of flood patterns, relative permea-
bility curves, and permeability variations were

The general questions raised with respect to studied for various hypothetical reservoirs using a
the proposed technique and its application inciude reservoir simulation approach.
the following:

In the cases studied, we considered the displace-
1. Validity of the straight line assumption ment of a 20°APi gravity oil by water. The fluid

for the plot of the relative permeability ratio. properties are shown in Table 1. Relative permeabii-

2. Lower iimit of the 50$4 water cut.
ity data ranged from those shown in Fig. 1 (base case;
to other variations incorporating changes in the
curvature. A summary of cases run is shown in

3. Application to non-linear reservoirs and Table 2.
causes of deviations of the ER vs. X plot from a
straight line for some field applications. For cases 1, 2, 4, and 5 a single layer with a

In the fol iowing sections, we intend to respond
permeability of 350 md was modeled. The totai injec-
tion rate was maintained at 600 BPD. Other propertie$

to the above questions: of the model included an area of 120 x 120 sq. ft.,

1- Reiative-Premeabi lity Ratio Plot
a thickness of 28 ft., a porosity of 0.25 and an
initial oil saturation of C).8088.

The linearity of relative permeability plots vs. in Case 1, the model considered four corner
saturation on a semi-iog graph can be observed on producing weils with a central injection well.
conventional laboratory derived plots. This issue Figure 2 shows the ER vs. X piot for this case. The
has, in recent years} been t~eated extensively by
Bardon and Longeron,

reIative permeability ratio plot was made linear
Asar, and Amaefuie and Handy.g above ko/kw = 0.06. Thus in the transition region

These authors have reported on the effect of inter- from fw=0.5 (X = ,2) to fw= .832 (X= -2.805)
facial tension on the relative permeability ratio
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the E plot shows a curvature. After a cut of 0.832
&

From the case studies shown above, it is clear
and t values as high as 0.98 the linearity of the that the iindarity of E vs. X is a function of the
plot is maintained. linearity of the relati$e permeability ratio plot

and the field operational program. Anytime that the
Changing the pattern to a peripheral flood

(Case 2), has very little influence on the projected

plot of the field data deviates from a straight line,
a change in the properties of the inJected fluid ar

recoveries under similar injection-production in production-inJection scheduling should be suspected
schedule, Fig, 3. In Case 3, the incorporation of a
second layer with high permeability results in a in general, where the deviation from the E plot
straight line with a change of slope indicating Bindicates a definite new trend because of chang s in
higher water cuts at similar recoveries, Fig. 4. A the field conditions, the new trend must be used for
comparison of the recovery plots for Cases 1 and 3 extrapolation purposes, Fig. 13.
is shown on Fig. 5. The change of slope indicates
that the composite relative permeability curve repre- iMPROVED GRAPHICAL TECHNIQUE
senting Case 3 is different from the data used in the
model reflecting the higher velocities in the more An improved graphical technique for the ER plot

11 in this approach, apermeable layer. was suggested by Robertson.
special coordinate system is created where one works

To further investigate the effect of the opera- directly with cut values and no conversion to X is
tional aspects two additional cases were studied for required. A sample graph paper for use by the reader
the model represented by Case 1. Using the same is shown in Fig. 14. Also a tabulation of X versus
basic data, the inJection was stopped after 7 years. cut values from 0.501 to 0.999 is shown in Table 3.
The model performance was monitored and the ER vs. X
is shown in Fig. 6. A drop in cut results in the CASE STUDIES
deviation from the straight line. Another case
included a variable inJection history. The effect of The application of the proposed method to various
variable injection rate was investigated. “The change
in the level Of inJection results in a slight varia-

published waterflood is reviewed below. The data
are plotted as water cut in fraction versus recovery.

tion in the slope of E vs. X, Fig. 7.
P

Resumption of Oil recoveries, depending on the source of ●he
the initial inJection ate results in the formation original data, are either in terms of fraction of
of the initiai slope on the E plot.

R
The next test original oil in place or in terms of cumulative

case included the effect of s utting-in one of the production. For each case, if the data points deviate
producers. Again a change ,in the slope results which from a straight line, explanation from the source
is totally independent of the basic reservoir proper- publication are included.
ties used, Fig. 8.

1- Placer Lease, Tensleep
To generate data for low tension floods, the

following equations were used for derivation of the This study reported by Thompso~2 is about the
base relative-permeability ratio plot. - behavior of a reservoir under water influx. Perform-

ance history plotted on the cut-cum plot shows a

‘r/( ]~~~floj

linear trend. The effect of shutting-in of the high
water cut producers can be seen from the points above
the straight llne, Fig. 15.

2- East Burbank13

(

Sw-swc $
k =

ro 1-
l-swc-sor )

This is the case of a stratified reservoir being
waterflooded with numerous corrective actions through-
out its life for minimizing water channeling.

Low tension floods are characterized with low
Figure 16 shows the cut vs. recovery plot. Two

exponents of a and ~ in the order of unity.l” These
parallel straight Iines are evident from the graph.

equations are not applicable at the end points, thus
The shifting of the original straight line to the

we examined the graphs in the mid to upper ranges.
right indicates the success of the stimulation job.

Using a= 8= 1.5 results in a slight curvature in
the shape of the relative permeability ratio plot,

3 - Olympic Pool, Oklahom~’’and Main and

Fig. 9. Applying this plot to a model like Case 1 99 East Pool, Californians

the ER plot shown for Case 4 is obtained, Fig. 10.
The deviation from a straight line is evident at

TerrebonnelG reported on the application of the

recoveries above 32%.
proposed technique to the Olympic pool and the Main
and East pool. Figures 17 and 18 show the cut-cum

If the waterflood is converted to a viscous
plots. For the Olympic pool, the data points form a

flood, the E plot will show a change in the trend.
linear trend.

B

For the Main and 99 East pool the trend

This can be een in Fig. 11 where a model similar to
is deviated from the straight iine by injectivity

the Case I experiences a viscous waterflood of
reduction into low permeability sands and the high

P =6 C.P. The plots of Fig. 2 and Fig. 11 are
injectivity of thief zones. Selective plugging opera-

c~mpared in Fig. 12. The two straight lines maintain
tion resulted in the return of the performance plot

the same slopes. Increase in water viscosity results
to the basic trend.

in the shifting of the curve to higher recoveries.
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TABLE 3

cut x cut x cut x cut x—— cut x-— —— —— —
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TABLE 3 (cont. )

cut x cut x cut x cut x—. —. cut x—— .—
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